


   

Instructions
Control Type

◆ If SW is connected with [OPEN], the valve will open and 
     keep on.
◆If SW is connected with [CLOSE], the valve will dose and 
     keep off. 

Instructions
◆ If SW is connected with GR, the valve will open and keep on.
◆If SW is connected with RD, the valve will close and keep off. 

Instructions
◆ If SW is connected with GR, the valve will open and keep on. 
    At the same time,I.S.1 connected and feedback open signal.
◆If SW is connected with RD, the valve will open and keep on. 
    At the same time,I.S.2 connccted and feedback open signal.
* Signal is synchronism with the valve postion and earlier than it.

Instructions
◆ If SW is closed, the valve will open and keep on. At the 
    same time,L.S.1 connected and feedback open signal.
◆If SW is opened, the vavle will close and keep on.At the 
   same time,L.S.2 connected and feedback close signal.
* Signal is synchronism with the valve postion and earlier than it.

Instructions
◆If SW is Connected with GR, the valve will open and keep on.
◆If SW is connected with BU, the valve will close and keep on.
* Note: WH, BU and BK can not connect with external power.

Instructions
◆If SW is closed, the valve will open and keep on.
◆If SW is opened, the valve will close and keep off.
* Note: KT2 is the same as wiring of monostable solenoid valve.
Attention: It should be supplied power at least 10 minutes before
cutting the power automatically.

Note: 1.  means both AC & DC power. When supply DC power, SW is connected with positive pole and BK is 
              connected with negative pole. 
          2. The feedback function and manual operation can not be both available.

Instructions
◆ If SW is closed, the valve will open and keep on.
◆If SW is opened, the valve will close and keep off.
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